CUTTERS
Utility knife - Retractable
blade

Used to cut or score softer
materials such as cardboard.

Utility knife - Break-off blade

Used to cut or score softer
materials such as cardboard. Use
pliers to snap off blade for a new,
sharp edge.

Craft knife, and extra blades

For small, fine cuts, especially in
paper and thin materials.

Powered cardboard cutter

For cutting cardboard in straight
lines. Easier than scissors or a
utility blade. Blade guard makes it
a reasonably safe design.

Fabric knife

Pizza cutter style tool for cutting
fabric. Blade is replaceable and
will dull if used on hard materials.

Hack saw, and extra blades

Versatile cutter, can go through
hard metals such as steel in
addition to soft materials. Will be
a slow but relatively safe cut .

Mini hack saw

For smaller jobs than a full sized
hack saw, the extended blade can
be used for long cuts where the
back of the cutter would get in the
way.

Hand Saw

For making rough hand cuts in
wood.
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Coping saw, and extra blades

For hand cutting intricate external
shapes and interior cut-outs in
wood.

Diagonal cutter, heavy duty,
6” or 8”

For snipping wires and soft
materials, such as zip ties. Not for
hard metal.

Utility Scissors aka “EMT
Scissors”

Good for cutting corrugated
plastic sheets and cardboard. The
short blades have serrated edges
that make the cuts easier but
rougher.

Scissors

General purpose, good for cutting
paper, string, and other thin
materials

Corrugated Plastic cutter

Double blade tool for cutting
corrugated plastic sheets. Use 1
blade to cut only 1 side of material
such that it can bend. Use both
blades to cut material.

Hot Wire Cutter, hand-held

Hot wire slices through rigid foam.
Useful for making shape models
and prototypes.
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